NR 131 - PAYA LEBAR AIRPORT – TOPLESS CRANES

WIE/1712311559 eleven topless cranes, height 277.2ft AMSL, erected at 012344N 1035335E (bearing 346.3 degrees, distance 2.5nm from Paya Lebar ARP - within Paya Lebar CTR). Topless cranes marked and lighted at night. (NOTAM A1126/15 dated 10/6/15 is hereby superseded.)

NR 132 - PAYA LEBAR AIRPORT – CRANES

WIE/1804121559 four cranes, height 429ft AMSL, erected at 0119N 10352E (bearing 230.2 degrees, distance 3.2nm from Paya Lebar ARP - within Paya Lebar CTR). Cranes marked and lighted at night. (NOTAM A0683/15 dated 13/4/15 is hereby superseded.)

NR 133 - PAYA LEBAR AIRPORT – LUFFER CRANE AND TOPLESS CRANE

WIE/1806301559 one luffer crane and one topless crane, height 574ft AMSL, erected at 011827.1N 1035200.1E (bearing 216.8 degrees, distance 3.6nm from Paya Lebar ARP - within Paya Lebar CTR). Luffer crane and topless crane marked and lighted at night. (NOTAM A1076/15 dated 4/6/15 is hereby superseded.)

NR 134 - PAYA LEBAR AIRPORT – LUFFER CRANES

WIE/1806301559 five luffer cranes, height 268.8ft AMSL, erected at 011953.3N 1035206.1E (bearing 234.8 degrees, distance 2.6nm from Paya Lebar ARP - within Paya Lebar CTR). Luffer cranes marked and lighted at night. (NOTAM A1236/15 dated 24/6/15 is hereby superseded.)

NR 135 - TENGAH AERODROME – LUFFER CRANES

Between 1508010001-1806301559 two luffer cranes, height 414ft AMSL, erected at 011647N 1033824E (within Tengah ATZ). Luffer cranes marked and lighted at night. Pilots to exercise caution. (NOTAM A1104/15 dated 8/6/15 is hereby superseded.)